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Rosemarie Dombrowski  
The Book of Emergencies, 2014

PARTIAL PROMPTING 

First block, then crayon, then ball—
the afternoon, table-top rotation  
resembling a cheap magician’s trick.

Before exasperation, 
I recognize the shape of futility in the room, 
the methodical heart-beat of indifference that 
pulses through your veins. 
For years, I’ve ignored your hatred of nouns,
your love of the verbs that define your existence:
eat, sleep, watch, repeat.

In some way, we’ve all been deceived—

you preferring the streamers of light 
that trail behind your fingertips, 
me preferring the sound of consonants, 
analytical phrases scrawled into margins, 
the way beauty becomes a polluted concoction 
of what it never should have been,
what none of us ever imagined.
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Brendan Walsh      
Make Anything Whole, 2014

IN LAJOLLA, DRINKING BLUE LABEL AT DUSK
 To Will, of course

The problem was always that the Earth’s turning
brought us back where we started though 
better tanned, but La Jolla was finally dark.

From that porch deck, our breath steeped 
in too-expensive scotch, we saw night lay 
hands over the surf, and we darkened too.

With bellies hollow and brown-liquor-burning
I thought of the path that led us there, 
to that night and our red-faced stumble

through La Jolla’s millionaire neighborhoods
hammered into coastal mountains;
my single-minded pursuit of fish tacos.

For days we thought only of San Diego, La Jolla, 
driving two-thousand miles from Tennessee
to California, only stopping to piss or fill the tank;

we both began to hallucinate in New Mexico—
too much caffeine, no sleep—the starlight 
bled into the white-dotted roadways

but we kept driving intent on Arizona sunrise. 
When the desert, red-swirled, orange-peaked, 
rose in the rearview, and we stopped to take

the most energizing pee of our lives over cactus 
patches on a winding Seussian highway, we 
were just pen-points on a topographic map.
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One week later, numb over Pacific sun, 
pretending we knew the subtle smoke
of fine scotch, there was a distance confining

our last hours until departure. Time should have folded 
into some final image; copper sunset, our glasses 
glowing amber, eyes steady set on wavy horizon.

But that was too easy. The scotch still burned. 
Dusk left us bitter. Nothing was missing,
and we’d never have this again. 
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Kyle Laws
So Bright to Blind, 2015

CRAYOLA SKY 

More than once when traveling east on the train to Chicago 
I’ve stared at a sky I don’t think could be more dramatic, 
no matter the painter. I have tried in poem after poem to get it, 
and it comes out in Crayola colors describing massacres  
at Sand Creek or Ludlow. 
The point of passing from one dimension to another, 
souls struggling for their lives, is in the voice of doves  
and larks, and in the way trees groan twisted by wind. 
What’s left of particles of soul register on my arm 
in the way the breeze prickles it to chicken skin. 
Yesterday, when I read of the internment at Camp Amache, 
I had the same feeling, remember the anger in the voice  
of a Japanese neighbor when she talked of strawberries  
just beginning to fruit, the California land she had to evacuate 
to inhabit barracks on a desolate Colorado plain. 
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Sarah Sadie       
Do-It-Yourself Paper Airplanes, 2015

“WHY DID YOU CHANGE YOUR NAME?”

I heard an interview a few years back with a woman 
who runs a program shipping books to female prisoners. 
Novels, bibles, whatever they request to read. 
The one request she cannot fill—is not allowed to fill— 
although it’s one of the most common, 
is for journals. Blank books. These women want 
to write their stories down, to redress 
their sentencing in life with their own sentences. 
But the prisons won’t allow the blank books in. 
They want the women to have to buy 
their prison-issued journals, to write their words 
on prison-issued paper. 
So, the woman said, instead I send them 
books of poems. There’s more white space on the pages 
for them to fill the margins. 

Since hearing that, I try to leave a lot of white space. 
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Jia Oak Baker
Well Enough to Travel, 2015

WE BEGIN AT LAKE CALHOUN

When the weather turned bitter that winter, 
 we chose to enjoy it. Too in love to feel sorry 

for ourselves, we couldn’t sulk inside 
 that drafty house. No way we could pay 

to crank up the heat. Instead, we strapped on skates, 
 etched lines and figure eights on the lake. 

Our laughter cut through silence, echoing in clean air 
 each time we fell, the sound like evening church bells 

pealing in the distance. Peering through cracks, 
 we caught sight of the rush and blackness 

beneath us, the water so deep and dark 
 we sat hushed in wonder. How were we to know 

in time those fissures would give?
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Molly Kugel Merkner
The Forest of the Suburbs, 2015

DEER
 Along Route 3, West Chester 

The language of the deer drifts beside  
the gravel shoulder, still in her mouth, 
still residing in her blonde throat, and 
those hooves still hold the meadow, 
a tuft of grass, a divot of soil—the woods 
whistle on her shoulder, but she doesn’t 
twitch, doesn’t shudder or sigh as  
headlights pass again and again. 

For her, now, it is morning and she 
surveys the ravine, the falling hill, 
deciding upon the safest passage 
down and hearing the call of a nuthatch, 
near a cluster of persimmons, 
sun on her fur.
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Julie Hensley
Viable, 2015

RISE 
 
To fight loneliness, a farm girl will rise early. 
She’ll wake when the trains  
rumble through the desert suburbs. 
Inside her tank top, a plastic bag of baby carrots 
swinging heavy and cool  
as she jogs through the silver light, 
the palm trees gray and foreign,  
already the sun off the asphalt,  
the breeze like a hair dryer against the back of her legs. 
The canal will whisper and reflect, 
while smooth drum, scales latticed and prehistoric,  
swim in the shadow of the cement wall. 
Soon the animals expect her, and she’ll imagine  
them watching as she crosses Broadway and turns  
onto that section of street where apartments give way  
to ranches. The horses will lean over the fence,  
stamp and snort and snake their heads. 
She will stand in the ditch, feed them one carrot at a time, 
let them nuzzle her palms after the bag is empty. 
Hours later, back in her apartment,  
there is still the sweet tang of fur off her hands.
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David Kann
The Language of the Farm, 2015

THE LANGUAGE OF THE FARM IN AUTUMN
 
The farm in autumn speaks 
the plain sense of things 
without frill or filigree, speaks 
true and solid as well-sunk fenceposts 
enclosing fields spiked with stubble, speaks  
in the wind carrying rags of leaves  
and the smell of struck flint  
that comes just before snow, speaks 
in a tongue so cold we’re driven  
from mirrors, from still water, even from shadows, 
terrified of their indifference, 
each word icy-bright and sharp as a knife  
that peels flesh from bone,  
and opens nerves to the dull November sun 
or the frost-misted moon’s tarnished silver 
pouring thick over the bare land. 
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Michael Tugendhat
What I’m Afraid to Show You, 2015

WHEN MY DAUGHTER BLINDED HERSELF

My daughter blinded herself by applying sunscreen 
to her corneas. She thought that even the corners, or the 
heart of the eye, could burn, like bacon on a griddle top,
or a trembling man afraid of the steaming peppers.
I walked her to the hospital, and as the doors
threw open the mourning of strangers, those 
who I knew and didn’t know from Zumba class
I thought of big oil and rendezvous with lovers
and the time I was almost an Olympian bronze medalist.
I slid my hand down her neck, taking the line
that flowed effortlessly into shoulder into back
and rested my hand on her hip, guiding her
into the waiting room named for insecurity
and sour betties, old ladies and withered boxes
the mailman exclaiming every time he came in
to the receptionist, “another day,” tipping his hat
she’d look back and lift her black coffee into the air.
The sick and old eating prickly pears with their hands 
wet from the inner juices. It takes strength to watch
my hands on her hip, swiveling through crowds
a man who missed the wood and sawed his arm
the kid with the nail drilled in his head, and then
and then, I toured her to the counter like it was a buffet.
She couldn’t see a thing, but she felt the sun
coming in from the window, and smiled at me.
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Pat Mottola
Under the Red Dress, 2015

I WANT TO MEET AN OLD HIPPIE

Old hippies don’t die, they just lie low 
until the laughter stops and their time 
comes round again.
—Joseph Gallivan

I want to meet an old hippie, the kind of guy
my mother used to date when her hair 
was long and straight. I see him in those faded 
polaroids tinged with ochre over time—
snapshots she hides in an old cigar box 
in the basement, amid ticket stubs, flyers reminiscing 
sit-ins, love-ins, half a reefer stashed 
between thumb-worn pages of her diary.
Tie-dyed and blurry-eyed, he picked her up
in a Volkswagen bus, neon peace signs 
sprayed from a can, hair like Jesus, man, 
blowin’ in the wind. She wore that brown suede 
vest, the one that still hangs in her closet, 
fringed and studded, and bell-bottom jeans 
that hugged her hips like sky hugs moon,
love beads around her neck. 
I want to go to the Village, or the Haight,
and wait on the corner. He’ll stroll out,
like Dylan, slinging his folk guitar, humming
the summer of love inside his head where everything 
is beautiful. Tell him I’m all grown up now, know how 
to light an incense stick. He’ll look for a match—
I’ll say that’s me babe. I’ll be the girl 
with flowers in her hair.
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J.R. Solonche
Heart’s Content, 2015

AFTERLIFE

It ought to be a long nap out of doors
some afternoon at the very end of summer,

the first Sunday of September say, perhaps
in the outsized hammock slung between

the two black birch trees out back,
or on the porch, in the chaise without the pillow,

that out of print book of poems open on your chest,
the sun sliding in and out of the clouds,

or best of all, in the old rowboat anchored
out in the middle of the lake, too far out

for all the reasons not to be so far,
the oars overboard, drifting outward,

back to the shoreline you started out from,
parallel, together, an equal sign, way out there.
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James Sallis
Night’s Pardons, 2016

THE SISTERS OF SHELDON STREET

The old women waiting for cataclysm
open their doors to no one.  Even they
have misplaced their names now: two I’s,
the ring of needs around them
grown ever smaller, wants expired.

Morning sketches the outlines
of trees then fills them in as one lies dreaming
she will wed a skeleton
whose bones are whiter than her lace gown.

Wind at the door again as they wait
for water, ice, storm, something
that will consume them.
From the well of their days, buckets
come up, as empty as Father’s heart.

When they die, others will discover
among their things, twin diaries
bound in leather, hand-stitched,
in which no entries have been made.
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Matthew Nickel
The Route to Cacharel, 2016

THE SLOW DELIBERATE FORM OF AFFECTION 
 For Mary de Rachewiltz

  nothing matters but the quality
  of the affection—
  in the end—that has carved the trace in the mind
  dove sta memoria
  —Ezra Pound, Canto LXXVI

I.

the barefeet at bottom shining on stone
on stones in the water by San Pantelon
 deep in the junk shop of fresco-forest
 a secret black virgin waits behind altar

I once hid in shadow apse
my hands beheld her altered shadow 
 behind trees against Frari
 Mother Nature stooped to folly

but the house has been broken
and I dream each night of Torcello
 cauchemar
 that there is no mortar 

what an ugly word mortar
coming at you coming and then
 nothing is never all right again;
 they even took Hem’s knee cap

and he dreamt of dying
and dreams held him like mortar
 until 1922: to set here the roads
 dust on a rusty blade polished beads

learn how to chisel stones
write poems for people you love
 nothing matters but the quality of country
 and beads smoothed under callused fingers
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II.

I know a secret about a girl in a forest
leaning on a broken pillar living song
 the wall is still standing
 and the garden of stone fragments

lie about her,
amid thy quiet house
 no doubt painted on her face
 there are lines in her face

and the lines are hieroglyphic
the heart turns hierophantic
 in the other room words
 “to show” “holy” a hero in arms

III.

I have clipped dried geranium heads
to achieve the probable in the garden
 one day I carried buckets of rocks
 up spiral steps up tower doors

one day I hauled stones to altar
on the summit cross
 when I built the gate on the tower roof
 you said: something useful

the mountains are on fire in the night
Sizzo led me toward the light
 voices behind the castle singing in a grove
 the sacred heart of Jesus calls the cuckoo

 nothing is solid: the liquid mountain
 who can trace the sense in this palimpsest

IV.

fire is form: the word is beauty
I failed in breath on the mountaintop
 and the only marble temple erected 
 is a word where memory resides 

  logos
  eidos (not that word, not yet)
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the secret on the mountain is a girl
and the way she herds the goats
 mountain goats blown against the grass
 do not believe in second comings

her secret is a dream and you can call it Time
or raw gravel ground to pieces contrition
 down the spiral sunset mountain
 I gaze upon the light until

a dream where points of gold petals 
fit together, the dark pattern is gold 
 the wall stands in a garden
 drafts and fragments

the dome lines form a mother contrapposto
hand gesture cupping child in the pattern
 you can trace the sense: gloom
 cracked in little gold corners

breathing cantos 
where the bird’s beak dips cadahus 
 in excelsis your slow deliberate voice
 traces the carven memories

 I lift up my pen to your voice
 I cannot stop hearing your voice in his pages.
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Peter E. Murphy
The Last Pub on Earth, 2016

BIRTH IN CARDIFF     
 
Maybe if he were not born tomorrow 
this impostor would not be so stupid 
as to hitchhike through Derry 
on bloody-fucking Sunday, 
or say England is beautiful 
to the Welsh nationalist plotting 
to blow up the bridge to Holyhead.
Tonight, he works under a stage 
where a trap door drops an actor 
into his arms. When the house 
lights come up, the theatre won’t pay up 
because he’s illegal. No tax card.
Nothing to prove he exists. 
Tomorrow, the world will let him in.
He will score papers that permit him 
to labor as Garry Morgan, 
papers that whop him to the top 
of a building under construction 
they could easily raise without him. 
Thus Garry Morgan drops 
into the belly of Wales wearing 
a cheap coat that keeps his torso cold, 
thin vinyl boots which save him 
from nothing falling and no gloves. 
His bare hands naked to the January cold 
will crack with psoriasis. 
Fissures of blood will open the tips 
of his fingers, stain everything he touches, 
even decades later. Even then.
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Shawnte Orion
Faithful as the Ground, 2016

SIDESHOW ATTRACTION

Let cotton candy dissolve 
in spontaneous kiss
as the ringling big top 
shelters your first date.

Let The Zipper teach you that one boy’s 
funnel cake is another boy’s 
sidewalk vomit.

Let The Gravitron teach you 
that a careless tongue would rather 
escape through the back of your throat 
than apologize for last night.

Let The Ferris Wheel expose you 
as the laziest hamster.

Everyone looks happy in the glow of the midway.

But remember that no acrobat’s arms 
are as faithful as the ground. 
No strongman will be able 
to hoist your chagrin. 
No contortionist will bend 
to your desire.

Remember that the tent 
is filled with spectators 
waiting for you to fall.

So it won’t take long to figure out 
why you’ve never met a second-rate 
tightrope walker or to realize the tiger 
never forgave the whip.
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It won’t take long to understand
why smiles must be painted 
across the faces of clowns.
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Christine Beck
Stirred, Not Shaken, 2016

IN DEFENSE OF POETRY IN THE NEW YORKER 

Poetry gets five minutes in our New Yorker
Discussion Group, a weekly feint and jab of the retired
and buttoned down. My knightly errand:
to defend the poems from the onslaught of the infidels.

Their javelins: “I don’t get it.”
Their spears: “What is a poem anyway?”

They hide behind the parapets of Talk of the Town,
the cartoons, articles on corruption in Afghanistan
or archiving the internet, then rain their arrows down
in the final devoted to the poems.

I stand alone, but behind me, invisible to them,
my steed has snuffed his muzzle underneath
their tent. He breathes out a word, a phrase, a sigh.
This week, it’s Mark Strand whose colors I ride in wearing.

He’s not the poet in the issue, but on page 11, a reference
to his recent death. Which prompts my handmaiden
to hand me Strand’s poem, “Some Last Words.” 
Its refrain: “Just Go to the Graveyard and Ask Around.”

And here, I see, is where I must stand my ground.
And I think: those early years spent peddling the Watchtower 
have paid off handsomely. For if I could get you to agree
the Bible was The Book, you’d have one foot on a slippery slope.

Agree with me, ye infidels, agree. 
Just Go to the Graveyard. Ask Around.
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Lois Marie Harrod
Nightmares of the Minor Poet, 2016

FROM NIGHTMARES OF THE MINOR POET

The library room appears empty 
except for stacks of metal chairs. No one there
to help. The poet dissembles the racks
into rows. Her black pants and turtleneck
collect dust and hair. She notices the custodian
uses this room to store toilet mops.
The facilitator arrives, egg yolk
in his beard. He disapproves
of her configuration, snarls, turns the chairs
the other way. There is no podium.
Four disheveled graybeards bumble in.
Each carries a three-ring chaos of scribbles.
The facilitator says, “This poet needs no introduction”
and does not introduce her. During her first poem
about the rusty sedan in the Quick Chek parking lot,
several high school kids enter–then a homeless,
he must be homeless, man with electric hair. 
The room begins to smell like a urinal. 
The poet reads her poem about over-watering petunias
while the students trade wads of verse 
in the back row. They seem to have a bottle
of gin, but do not offer her a swig.
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Milton Bates
Always on Fire, 2016

SUPPOSING THE HOUSE IS ON FIRE

It’s a game we play. Suppose the house is 
on fire, we say. What would you try to save?
Our children aren’t for saving anymore.
They’ve grown up and moved to houses of their own.
No pets either, to complicate the choice. 

You open with the jeans you’d grab because
you’ve never had a pair that fit so well.
I counter with my lucky fishing rod.
We’re just warming up, passing the time
until one of us plays the winning card, 
the same one every game. We’d rescue our 
photos first, low-crawling through smoky rooms,
dodging the falling embers and sparking wires
because we can’t bear to lose the story
pictures tell, the proof we’ve walked this earth.

We tried a retrospective once, gorging
nightly on prints and slides, devouring
digital images. We remarked how young 
we looked, how peculiar our clothes, 
how we really must return to destination 
x or y. The surfeit left us still unsatisfied.

What’s missing from the record? we asked 
ourselves, and had to answer almost everything. 
It’s a game we play, the picture-taking too. 
Who’d ever guess that we sipped coffee 
as the sun came up, spent most days working,
touched each other in the dark? Pictures 
don’t lie. But they keep secrets, including
this one: the house is always on fire.
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Lisa Marie Mangini
Ambivalent Nymph, 2016

DRAFTS OF MY WEDDING VOWS: 4, SUNDAY 
AFTERNOON

The day of Blue Laws, of darkened window storefronts 
and locked doors, of wine and beer and spirits banished 
from shopping carts. The day of waking long past church 
services we don’t attend, but watch the clean, sunny families 
flood the diner in good shoes and collared shirts and floral
tea-length dresses. We don’t always notice them as we sip 
our coffee and stare at each other, watching the time tick by 
on the other’s face, a calculation of how long before it’s 6:00, 
when we’ll carry a heavy bag back to the trunk of a car. 
We don’t always wake hungover, needing greasy eggs, tabasco, 
abundant icewater to start our day, but when we do, it’s glorious: 
the night before spent analyzing bad TV, wolfing down take out, 
talking so late in the night that birds begin to chirp, despite the still
-darkness. Sunday afternoon, an hour always reserved for demure 
driveway crying, hiccupping living room crying, the delirious joy 
of the other’s simple existence crying – all of which we insisted 
years ago we would somehow stop ourselves from doing, that we,
surely by now, would have outgrown, or grown used to. Sunday 
morning, the moment upon waking when we silently assess if we 
should have gone to bed sooner so as to have woken earlier, 
to lengthen this already-abridged day that ends at Sunday afternoon, 
which we are sometimes lucky enough to see all the way through to 
the lavender dusk we catch sight of in our rearview mirror. 
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Kevin Clark
The Wanting, 2016

THE RETURN

Some afternoons I go without my board
and sit in the sand to watch      Almost no girls
Just the sun dropping down and its broken 

vee of light splashing ashore like a veil 
of sky      a scene seductive as white ash
in fire      Too close and C4 blew the senses

How the blast and the light could suck right down 
your mouth       then ram to a stop in your balls
I knew plenty guys in-country who’d go

hot at every sudden noise     Not me      Now
I hear nothing but all those busted shards 
of silence blowing in      One more reason 

I never hang with anyone I knew 
over there      Stoned-out Zips will come by      asks 
me each time how my brain is      The girl 

was maybe fifteen      Used her sign language
Made it clear she’d do anything for me
if I’d let her live      She was kneeling back

in the bend of a blown brown pine outside 
Da Nang      looking up at me with prayer 
on her tongue     pulling her raggy blouse down

to show me herself      there’d been others   
but      when she finally inhaled      her nipple 
rose up like a flare     I’m a trained lurp and 

I’m sure there could be AKs scoped on me 
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from any point in that jungle      or so
we knew to assume      But here comes the first 

daytime hard-on in months rising up in
undivided fury      I’m dead-stopped naked
in the mud       staring at that engorged pink

cone in hard relief above the perfect
breast     a perfect convex invitation
Clearly I was locked in boo-coo trouble

The RTO looked at her then me then
puckered his lips and shrugged      Who knew if she 
were Charlie     But he kept walking and so 

did I      the head of my hard-on scraping
my zipper up and down      Truth is      I liked 
the pain      the gut-check     how it got me back 

to the hump      the adrenaline      But you don’t 
ever forget utter holy beauty 
I told Zips right there on the beach I could 

reach out and cup the milk of god like this
And I did     I just reached out      palm up    And 
he grinned in wonder like we were so far

gone it might as well be junior high      Off
shore the marine layer began to crest
Next day humping the same trail I realized

this is the same busted up brown pine       only
there’s no girl in the crook      just a peasant hat 
made of straw       And Zips can you believe this 

I say      I get a hard-on all over 
again        And he says of course you did man        
Hey      do you think she’s alive      Gotta be      
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I pray       Soon he stands up and digs a hole 
in the sand with his foot       The sun sizzles 
into a blur of white steam       Then Zips 

evaporates too       This is the process
If I’m still       each shard will fall without harm       
Each wave will die quietly in my arms
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Elizabeth Tornes
Between the Dog and the Wolf, 2016

DEAR MRS. PFAFF

Thank you for ninth grade English, 
for calling me Miss Tornes 
as you looked fiercely 
over the reading glasses
propped on your nose,for making us read so much 
William Carlos Williams,
Emily Dickinson
and J.D. Salinger,
whose books I devoured
at the Bexley Public Library.
Holden, Franny and Zooey’s 
eccentricities mirrored my own, 
made me feel that I too
belonged to the human race. 
Thank you for helping me
slay my darkest dragons
with your ferocious 
extra credit reading list.Thank you for telling me
when I turned in the first essay, 
Nice is a garbage word.
You made me find a more precise 
adjective. Nice turned into fragile 
green sheaths of daffodil blossoms 
when we illustrated Wordsworth’s 
“I wandered lonely as a cloud.”Thank you for searing
in my brain forever
the red wheelbarrow
slick with fresh rain 
beside the white chickens.
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Allyson Whipple
Come Into the World Like That, 2016

WHERE RIVERS COME FROM

In 1969, my father learns that glaciers 
scooped out the earth, melted
into Great Lakes,
how thick ice thinned into rivers.
He does not know that the Cuyahoga caught fire
the year before he was born, or about any of the other times 
it went ablaze. He knows that swimming
is his mother’s only respite from his father’s brimstone 
hands. 
At the Catholic school, nuns teach my mother
about Moses floating down the Nile in a basket,
about the River Jordan and the seven miracles.
She does not learn the creation myths
from the Erie tribes
expelled a century ago. It’s almost June,
almost time for summer vacation, for the months 
she is in charge of her siblings, keeping them at a distance
from her father’s apocalyptic temper.
 
Meanwhile, a sludge of sulfur, of oil, of industrial detritus
is thickening again on the surface of the Cuyahoga.
Fish suffocate. Birds lay eggs doomed to never hatch.

One wrong word, one airborne cigarette butt
could send this whole place up in flames.
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Tracy Mishkin
The Night I Quit Flossing, 2016

PREEMPTIVE STRIKE 
 

The skin is like a million mouths. . . 
going straight into your bloodstream.
—Director, Organic Consumers Association 

If one day I sat in the doctor’s office getting very bad news, 
my carcinogenic history would flash before my eyes: 
chasing DDT trucks down the street, summer camp  
with bug spray high in N, N-diethyl-3-methylbenzamide,  
eating lamb in England the year after Chernobyl  
sent a feathery plume to the west. All the harmless things  
I ever did would line up like lottery balls, concatenating,  
clicking into inevitability. I would go home and smash  
the dishes, then try to spin my rotten luck into  
something entertaining, like the man who told people  
hosting boring parties, “Sorry, I have cancer,” then sailed  
for Antarctica; or the woman who said her tumor  
should have a name, and asked her friends to help her  
think one up—Lord knows they would have preferred  
to make a casserole. Decorum is so easily cast aside:   
lymphoma is a license to read Harry Potter  
while drinking whiskey in your underwear. And who  
will call you to the dinner table? We may not whisper  
the word “cancer” anymore, but it’s a game-changer,  
life-stopper, conversation-killer like nobody’s business.  
Just in case it’s waiting for me like a pink slip or a mugger  
who knows my route, screw you, cancer, screw you, right now. 
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Eve Hoffman 
SHE, 2016

ARABIA MOUNTAIN
 For Sal

Yesterday you and I climbed Arabia Mountain—
four-million-year old granite monadnock, 
fifty to one hundred million years older than 
its more celebrated neighbor Stone Mountain
once owned by the Venable brothers 
who burned crosses on its summit 
during my childhood. The state of Georgia 
purchased Stone Mountain in 1958, 
installed a cable car to the top, railroad 
around the bottom, riverboat on the lake, 
and now summer laser shows light up 
Confederate heroes carved into the mountainside. 

We climbed Arabia Mountain,
part of a nature reserve given to DeKalb County 
in the 1970s by the Davidson family—
climbed cautiously, not to favor 
our sixty-year-old knees but to avoid 
oases of hundred-year-old mosses and lichen 
in dozens of shades of green and burnt red—
endangered amphianthus, bright red diamorpha, 
black-spored quillwort. A lone pine tree and 
impudent blue and yellow wildflowers 
poked through cracks in the barren rock.

You looked behind, waiting for me, 
lines on your face disappearing 
in the wash of an unbroken breeze,
your chambray blue shirt and white curls 
matching the naked stone 
and tranquil clouds in the spring sky. 

Back at Arabia’s base we startled 
a twelve-point white-tailed buck 
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camouflaged in the brush and trees,
then crossed a two-lane road to explore 
the abandoned Davidson quarry, 
part of the same geologic seam as the mountain—
thousands upon thousands of Tidal Grey granite shards 
stamp-sized to twenty-foot slabs polished in situ.
A wild turkey with a near-silent guttural call
herded her seventeen chicks to safety
in the overgrown ruins of a work shack,
a frog ribbited beside a pool of rainwater.
A spring peeper let you stroke the back of its head.  
 
Arabia Mountain would not be welcoming 
in summer’s heat or in winter’s ice, 
but yesterday, the rains of early May just past,
you looked especially handsome.
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Charles Jensen
breakup/breakdown, 2016

HOW TO LEAVE THINGS BEHIND WITHOUT 
EVEN TRYING

I left my laptop at O’Hare TSA.
I couldn’t believe I let go

of something so vital to my life.
It was two weeks since

my boyfriend cleared out of our
apartment, fluffed the pillows,

arranged the throw on the couch,
draped open the bedroom curtains,

perhaps to mirror the gape of his
closet door, empty of his clothes;

his empty dresser drawers—that
somehow, too, I was empty. 

Then I lost my laptop. Then I didn’t
know who I was or what I was doing.

When you leave things at TSA,
there is a number you must call. No one 

answers. You give them a description
of what you lost and when you lost it.

If they find it, they will call you.
Meanwhile, you exist in an uncertain

place where your item is both safe
and irretrievably lost. Thinking about it
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doesn’t help, won’t inform the outcome—
only time does that, so you wait to learn

anything about what was lost.
You wait for the phone call,

which only comes if you’ll be
happily reunited.
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Sally Zakariya
When You Escape, 2016

WHAT IT’S LIKE WHEN YOU ESCAPE

Running from Virginia to the other shore
you’re halfway there in Topeka or thereabouts
which is where you stay and serve coffee
in an Edward Hopper truck stop
where it’s always dusk and the interstate 
rolls flat out parallel to the sky
straight as a chalked line snapped against a wall
no curves or hills or valleys or stop signs
to slow your progress toward that other shore
should you decide to leave the warm circle  
of light
that holds you and the coffee and the truck drivers
who smell of work and loneliness and greasy burgers

And let’s say you’re wearing a yellow 
dress the color of Kansas corn
and your hair tassels down your back
and you fall in love with every single truck driver
who asks for apple pie because this is America
by God and the apple pie smells like freedom
and the coffee tastes like every dream you ever 
had even the ones that turned to ashes
because this is America where dreams
are the slippery currency of existence and
we all know where existence leads in the end

And let’s say you’re imagining that other shore
with its palm trees and drive-ins and suspect blondness
and you spill the coffee and damned if it doesn’t
puddle neatly into the shape of California
which is where America always wants to run
but you with your Kansas-yellow dress
you only managed to escape as far as Topeka
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so you tie your apron snug around your waist
and mop up the coffee and cut another slice  
of pie
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Beau Boudreaux
Rapunzel’s Braid, 2016

STREETS OF MID-CITY

Saturday night after Jazz Fest 
Coco Robicheaux strums guitar on the patio

lit up with cheap lights, couples pull out a sofa 
in the backyard tap another keg of Abita Amber 

a guy shucks oysters from burlap sacks for tips—
lemons, horseradish, on the half shell

craving for seafood during this BP oil spill ban—
tourists along the house’s balustrade, 

inside on satellite a prizefight, 
and we’re boiling more crawfish—

college students in bun huggers, cut-off tees, hustle 
raffle tickets, a pirate’s in suit and cutlass, 

musicians lounge without instruments
in late April humidity creeps in like a cat 

early showers from the Gulf offer a southeast breeze 
for the weekend buzz revelers teem side streets

it’s all free like plucking a camellia from a neighbor’s tree 
stealing a bouquet from a cemetery. 
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John Davis, Jr.
Hard Inheritance, 2016

DOCK THIEVING

We went to find our echoes that August. 
All summer, they’d summoned us across Lake Arrow, 
and that day, we took Doc Muncy’s dock to answer.
Uprooting pipes staking it to shore, Hank 
assured me we’d be fine – Borrowing is only half- 
stealing. He pushed us off with a dead limb of hickory.
When retiree fishermen in their johnboat 
questioned our raft, Hank was cordial, jovial: 
We’re earning our merit badges for jerry-rigging.
On the far edge, hard structures talked back to us: 
Bigger houses than ours leered unfamiliar 
and dark as their ancestral plots underneath.
We returned, fixed the dock back to the sand where 
we’d freed it, and uttered nothing on the walk 
west to home. Sound was so many empty waves.
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Shula Chernoff
Solace, 2016

LAST PASSAGE
 To my mother Shoshanna, 1893–1994

Your skin is stretched taut 
on concave bone, worn thin 
by ninety-nine years of battle 
with wind, sun, and bursts 
of joy and rage. 
Your arms that commanded 
now quiver, your shrill voice 
has softened.
The sapphire blue dress 
on your thin shoulders, 
a shroud of rustling silk. 

Your eyes still retain 
their cobalt blue, peer through 
the veil of memory. 
You recall dense 
Polish forests, thrusting trees that 
pierce clouds and sky. 
Your small town Tarnov,
close to Kraków. 
You remember the mushrooms 
that carpeted the fields 
like waxen flowers. 
You see the peasants who 
plucked feathers from fattened 
Polish geese. You feast on berries,
red garlands that cascaded 
from baskets of straw. 
The peasant market throbbed 
with a babble of tongues, 
rising in the humid afternoons. 
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You have not forgotten 
the hymn to Kaiser Wilhelm, 
or the samovar and feather bed. 
Your silver candlesticks 
passed from hand to hand. 
You remember all the names 
of the first-grade children 
in the fading leather album. 

World War One: 
you took a boat of passage, 
spent three weeks in steerage 
to arrive at Ellis Island. 
Deloused and shorn 
of given name, 
you proclaimed your right 
to conquer America.
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Karla Huston
Grief Bone, 2017

SAY SOMETHING

Isn’t the dog’s paw slapped 
on your notebook page enough 
to make you stop your incessant 
scribbling or the wind
as it blows up pages in your face?  
Neither the dog nor the wind 
likes your writing, take a hint,
your search for the one word 
that is more prayer than prize.  
Now the dog is ignoring you, 
giving you his backside salute 
as he stretches and leaves the chair 
you’ve shared. The wind, too, 
has stopped its huffing against glass.  
The only thing left, then, is to write—
that or to run your fingers 
across the silky spine of some book 
you think will save you, keep you
from what you’re about to do.



K.T. Landon
Orange, Dreaming, 2017

POSTLAPSARIAN

The orange dreams of the orange tree, 
of heat and the low murmur of bees, of the days 
when it was almost but not quite. The locket 
dreams of the dark, of running silver and 
unimpeded through the earth, before the hammer 
and the fire. The flower dreams of the bud 
dreams of the branch dreams of the seed 
dreams of the flower. The mirror dreams 
the sound of the ocean, dreams itself 
numberless. Our bodies dream of the stars 
of which we are made. They dream of 
the time outside time, that last instant 
of heat and light before the universe exploded, 
and we shattered, and anything was possible.
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Robert Pesich
Model Organism, 2017

A FEW QUESTIONS

Who says the wind and tree always argue,
that suspicion ripens the persimmon?

If this is true, how naked must water be
in order to enter the fruit?

But isn’t everything in everything?

Why not listen to them tonight
as they undress themselves in the other.

Thank the persimmons, lanterns for cold hands,
while those on the ground ask us to kneel.

Yes, the dark bruise from the fall,
tender underside of the heart

earth suggesting we begin there,
sweet blossom of water for our lips.



Melissa Atkinson Mercer
Saint of the Partial Apology, 2017 

 THE YOUNG KNOW NOTHING OF WORK, MY MOTHER SAYS

 Beyond us, the garden is a small cup of light, gathering from the kitchen.
 
 I love the way your hands become my hands, a trick of shadow. 
 
 Mother, forgive us. Our words break the sky into mountains. 
 
 Last week’s storm shook the clotheslines loose;
 
 I imagined the wind—part of my body’s body. Believe me, I understand
 
 that we are the sieve through which the years move.
 
 All summer, we hated the tree collards, their arching spines.
 
 But isn’t it beautiful how they turn and pull, like tongues in a new blue earth.
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Pamela Garvey
Seven Miles Deep, 2017

THE WIFE'S LAMENT

The eagle piping 
from the top of a birch,

the mate’s responding trill—
high pitched yet softened by distance
here by the river.

These sunless days there’s less glare from the ice. 
Days, a dog’s sigh, a dog’s breathing. 
You’ve drug yourself to the river’s edge
only because I begged. 

From the eagle’s nest, a low echoing 
like a purr, impossible to locate in the perfect
camouflage of mist and bark. Where are you? January drone. 
Shadows like sponges. Dusk falls,
you sleepwalk home through the opiate cold. 

I wonder if you’ve noticed
the eagles. Have you noticed 
the eagles?



Sara Moore Wagner
Hooked Through, 2017

EXPLAINING ORIGINS AND ENDING

Five-hundred or forty years ago,
your heart was a small plum
in the paw of an animal no one ever named.
This creature had ears like cactus spikes,
and stone teeth. It was the ancestor
of your sensory organs.

Nothing is quite perfect
unless it is like this: half
eaten and unaware of what it does
or will do.

We are half-picked, rotting
fruit. Look at the way our lips still crack,
knees bend like emptying vines.

Our own tongues and teeth devour us.
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Gary Glauber
Worth the Candle, 2017

OFF-RAMP

He returns to revisit old haunts,
eager to measure how much remains
of that remembered magic,
but the discovery is this:  
settings change and even a distant sunset 
over the reservoir’s wide horizon
retains none of the charm and savoir faire
experienced together that autumnal afternoon
when, after sharing anecdotal amusements,
she confessed all the reasons why 
they could never be anything more 
than a small footnote to a dream.
He had pleaded otherwise,
in a rare show of vulnerability,
but hadn’t swayed her firm conviction.
Now a trifling tract house stands
where the billboard had been,
another disturbing reminder of suburbia.
Staring at the parade of cars and trucks
whizzing by the underpass,
he is struck by the insignificance
of what once loomed so large. 
The bounding hum of their high-speed passing
is an echo that stretches toward infinity.
For life is a thruway, and further along,
exits become numbers, not places,
markers forging some larger journey.



Terri Harroun
A Woman Called Father, 2017

PITCHED HER TENT

God came
to our backyard
and pitched Her tent
of lilac bush branches budding
to create that secret space
that my 8 year old self 
would have called a hideout
moonlight to tuck me in
I bring my sleeping bag and pillow
and sleep to the scent of grass not yet cut this year
in the zipper-less tent
before the sun can come around again
the birds wake
and tell one another
to sing this day into being
pitching their own tent of hospitality
until the time comes 
to get out of the tent
refreshed
but wanting coffee
I find a new ribbon has been tied in my hair
for God has pitched Her tent over me today
again
and all is well.
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